
Sciennes Primary School Parent Council sub group
Buildings & Facilities 
Tuesday 31 May 2016

7 pm, Staff Room

Apologies
Phoebe Cochrane
Christine Rednall
Morven Cadell
James Chow

Present
Laura Bird
Colin Sim
Tanya Boughtflower
Ian Hogg
Alison Noble
Mome Mukherjee
Kristal Tokoroff
Iain MacDougall
Angela Christie
Fiona Denvir
Kirstin Unger

Toilets

Mome and James have previously met with Angela about toilet issues.  These are:
– large volume of children using the toilets all at once, break and lunchtimes
– cisterns are slow to refill
– some children don't (or perhaps can't) flush the toilet
– some children try to 'clean' the toilets by putting down paper towels filled with hand 

soap
– children putting paper towels down for no apparent reason
– children playing with water and flooding the toilets
– they are a place for unsupervised play, which some children like, but
– some children are so intimidated by the toilets that they won't go all day

What currently works well:
• The toilets are cleaned every night at 6pm
• The janitors check the locks and toilet paper stocks

Potential improvements:
– more monitoring
– ensure all toilets are flushed clean at the end of break and lunchtimes
– assemblies and other communication encouraging appropriate behaviour in the 

bathrooms
– opportunities for water play in the playground
– lobby CEC for modern efficient cisterns



Action:
Angela, Mome and James to reconvene and report back to B&F on their action plans

Morven Cadell is also interested in helping with the toilets

Dining Room

The extension build is managed by Morrisons construction.  So far the build is on schedule
and due to open on 19 August 2016.

Three prefabricated units will be delivered in through Millerfield Place at the start of the 
holidays.

The build is being done to a very tight budget.  Parents had limited input to the design.  
Once the build is complete B&F group may want to look at retrospective improvements, eg
acoustics.

Parent Council is surveying parents about what the dining room extension should be used 
for outwith school hours, ie more after school childcare or more extra curricular learning 
opportunities

Angela Christie said that all parents are welcome to come and visit at lunchtimes to see the
dining room (current and future) in action.

Action: None at present

Open Space

Phoebe Cochrane is looking in to getting solar panels for the school.  

Action: Phoebe to report back to B&F on her findings

Kirstin Unger expressed disappointment that many of the plants children have planted in 
the playground have been picked apart by other children.  This hasn't been a problem in 
the woodland area.

Possible solutions:
• Put cones around plants while they are establishing
• Provide sticks and leaves and other natural materials as part of the loose parts 

repertoire 
• Educate children to respect growing plants, perhaps through assemblies?
• Using nettles as companion plants to encourage butterflies and discourage picky 

fingers (maybe leave this point off!?)

Action: Kirstin to work with Angela on trying out different solutions in the playground



Quiet Garden

The quiet garden was closed for a few weeks while a pair of blackbirds raised their chicks 
in the ivy.  The chicks have now fledged and the garden is open again.

Action: Angela is planning to have the ivy cut off the shed roof, so there may not be
enough left for a nest next year.  :-(

Sciennes Road

The original playground improvement plan developed in 2014 and approved by Parent 
Council was:

Stage 1: introduce loose parts and train teachers and play workers to facilitate the children
using them 

Stage 2: brief a designer, raise funds and build a new structure in the existing playground
Stage 3: divert land to the south of the playground from motor vehicle use to outdoor 

learning, play and recreation use.  Any scheme would retain a pedestrian and 
cycle path through the area.

Stages 1 and 2 have been successfully implemented and we are keen to get on with stage 
3.

2017 is a year of opportunity for the school; the RHSC is moving to Craigmillar and CEC's 
School Streets pilot concludes.  It is agreed that the school community needs to be clear 
what we want in advance of these opportunities.

Laura circulated a paper suggesting three broad options: 
• No motor vehicles, just a pedestrian and cycle path with most of that section of 

Sciennes Road becoming playground
• A one way street with at least half the width of Sciennes Road becoming playground

in front of the school
• The status quo but with better traffic calming and improved links between the 

playground and nature strip

The feeling at the meeting was to go for maximum extra space in the first instance.

Progressing stage 3 includes a feasiblity study to scope out and cost the practical aspects, 
as well as relationship building to bring the local community along with us and make sure 
that the scheme works for residents of all ages.

We know from previous research that the feasibility study will include issues such as: origin
and destination surveys for displaced motor vehicles, turning circles at either end, land 
ownership, access to utilities under the street, listed building and conservation area 
concerns, among others.

Action: Ian H to draft a brief to put out to tender for a feasibility study by Tuesday 7.6.16
Fiona to invite B McEwan to contribute

Everyone else to comment and feed back to Ian



Next meeting
Tuesday 14 June 7 – 8pm, Staff room

We hope to have short presentation for the Parent Council AGM on 16 June


